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13 of 13 review helpful Gripping beautiful book that is at first hard to put down and in the end unforgettable By Micki 
Kam This novel exquisitely written in parts and beautiful overall tells a haunting disturbing moving story that roams 
across the sensually drawn intense landscape of an Israeli kibbutz and other corners emblematic of Jewish history Its 
characters are so believably real that they linger in the reader A dazzling debut novel about love loss and the courage it 
takes to start over It rsquo s 1994 and Adam a drug addict from New York City arrives at a kibbutz in Israel with a 
medieval sapphire brooch To redress a past crime he must give the priceless heirloom to a woman his grandfather 
loved when he was a Holocaust refugee on the kibbutz fifty years earlier But first he has to track this mystery woman 
down a task that proves more complicated than exp ldquo Luminous irreverent and ambitious Full of romance tragedy 
betrayal and the constant reminder that chaos is a driving force in everyone rsquo s story Safekeeping is a wise and 
memorable debut by a novelist of great 
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